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Abstract.

The Theoretical and Experimental Tomographyin the Sea Experiment

(THETIS 1) took placein the Gulf of Lion to observethe evolutionof the temperature field and the processof deep convectionduring the 1991-1992winter. The temperature measurementsconsistof moored sensors,conductivity-temperature-depth
and expendablebathythermograph surveys,and acoustictomography. Becauseof
this diversedata set and sincethe field evolvesrather fast, the analysisusesa unified
framework, based on estimation theory and implementing a Kalman filter. The
resolution and the errors associatedwith the model are systematically estimated.
Temperature is a good tracer of water masses.The time-evolving three-dimensional
view of the field resulting from the analysis showsthe details of the three classical convectionphases: preconditioning,vigourousconvection,and relaxation. In
all phases,there is strong spatial nonuniformity, with mesoscaleactivity, short

timescales,and sporadicevidenceof advectiveevents(surfacecapping,intrusions
of LevantineIntermediateWater (LIW)). Deep convection,
reaching1500m, was
observedin late February; by late April the field had not yet returned to its initial

conditions(strongdeficitof LIW). Comparisonwith availableatmospheric
flux
data shows that advection acts to delay the occurenceof convection and confirms
the essentialrole of buoyancyfluxes. For this winter, the deep mixing results in

an injectionof anomalously
warm water (AT _• 0.03 o) to a depth of 1500 m,
compatiblewith the deep warming previouslyreported.

1.

Introduction

of the water massesflowing out at Gibraltar is not

clearlyidentified(a mixture of LevantineIntermediate
Water (LIW) and of WesternMediterraneanDeepWathermohaline circulation. Typically, it occurs during
ter (WMDW)[Gascard and Richez,1985]), they are
winter, at high latitudes,whereit is difficultto observe the product of the transformationsand conversionsunin detail, althoughthere havebeensomenotableexcepdergoneby the surfacewatersof Atlantic origin during
tions: in the LabradorSea [Clark and Gascard,1983] their circulation in the western and eastern basins. One
andin theGreenlandSea[Greenland
SeaProject
element is the formation of LIW in the eastern basin
Group,1990;$chot!e! al., 1994].A moreaccessible
site
[Ozturgut,1976],the other, the formationof WMDW,
is the Gulf of Lion, in the northwesternMediterranean,
is thoughtto occurmostlyin the Gulf of Lion(although
whereconvectionis knownto occurregularly,under the
someoccursprobablyalsoin the LigurianSea[Sankey,
coolingactionof strongwinds(the Mistral andthe Tra•On]).
montane).
Because of this relatively simple dynamics and the
Deepconvectionis oneof the key processes
in ocean

The MediterraneanSeacirculationis to a largeextent
possibility to monitor the budgets of mass, heat, and
controlledby thermohalineeffects.It is an evaporation
salt at the Straits of Gibraltar, one would hope to be
basin where the excessof evaporation over precipita- able to use the Mediterranean as a testbed of models of

tion(plusriverrunoff)isoforderI mmyr-•. Thewater large-scaleair-seainteraction. In fact, there have been
deficitis made up by an inflow of Atlantic surfacewater,
and the overall heat and salt balance is achieved by

attempts to calibrate atmosphericfluxes and radiative

balancemodels
ontheMediterranean
Seabudgets[Gar-

corresponding
outflowof Mediterraneanwater through rett, 1994];the uncertaintiesin the surfacefluxesare
the Straits of Gibraltar. Although the exact nature such that the models can be tuned to obtain a balanced
Copyright 1997 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

budget. Thus there is great interest and motivation to
observethe interaction processesin some detail.
Winter convection in the Gulf of Lion has been exten-
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cidentale(MEDOC) cruises(1969-1975).The analysis events leading to convection. The return to the initial
whichfollowed[MEDOC Group,1970;Storereel,1972; stratified conditions had not occurred at the end of the
Sankey,1973; Gascard,1973]lead to the schematicsce- experiment in late April.
nario in three phases.

The analysisof the acousticand temperature data set

(1) - The preconditioning
producesa decreaseof by Sendet al. [1995],hereafterSSGD, showedclearly
buoyancyin the center of the gulf. It was attributed
to topographiceffectsby Hogg[1973]but is morelikely
due to the cyclonicmean geostrophiccirculationwhich
confinesa large body of water, exposingit to the local coolingby Mistral and Tramontane.The associated
shoalingof the isopycnalsat the centerof the area also
increasesthe penetration of the cooling.

the evolutionof the mean heat content in the upper lay-

ers, the occurrenceof convectionin mid February(to
a depth of 1500m), and the rapid changesin the thermal structure. One unexpected aspect was the occasionalspreadingover part of the area of a warm surface

layer(capping),whichcouldtemporarilydelayconvection or, after its occurence,moveover the deeplymixed

(2)- Towardmidwinter(January),thestabilityot the patch. Comparison of the ocean heat content with a
water columnis greatly reduced,so that additionalsur- simpleone-dimensional
mixed layer model [Mettens,
face coolingprecipitatesdeepconvection,whichrapidly 1994] driven by the Pdridot fluxesgave good overall
spreadsto an area of about 50 km in diameter. This agreementat somelocations,although the presenceof
is the violent mixing phase. This mixing appearsto be warm surface layers indicated the occurence of advecprimarily vertical and is characterizedas "nonpenetra- tion into the area.
tive" convectionby $tommel[1972].
A more detaileddescriptionby $chott et al. [1995]
(3) - The columnarstructureof the homogeneousrelated specificevents, as seen in the various CTD stapatch will then spreadand sink, providingnewlyformed tions or in the time seriesat the mooringlocations,to
waters to the deep layers.
the chain of events leading to the onset of deep conKillworth [1976]modeledthe mixing and spreading vection and shortly thereafter. They documented in
phases. With a two-dimensionalmodel he demon- particularthe actionof the small-scale
(_• 0(500 m))
strated that during the violent mixing phase,ageostro- convectiveplumes as mixing agents, with vertical vephic movementsperpendicular to the column frontier locityreaching
5 cms-1, but withoutevidence
of a net
advect light water toward the center and reduce the downdraft vertical motion over the area. Mixing, to
coolingby 15%. Followingthis phase, after 10 days depthsof 1500m, wasdescribedas nonpenetrative
(no
of cooling,three-dimensional
perturbationsof the pre- densityjump at the baseof the mixedlayer)andhighly
ceedingsolution developinstabilitieswith 3.5 days e- heterogeneousover the area, which was 50 to 100 km
foldingtimes. This idea of competitionbetweenvertical in extent. The presenceof lateral variability and horiand horizontal effectswas further developedby Gascard zontal advectionassociatedwith mesoscaleactivity was

[1978]. On the basisof the MEDOC 75 data, Gascard pointed out.
In this paper, the THETIS I data are again considbuilt a two-layermodel. He noticedthat, assoonas the
central domingis sufficientlydeveloped,meandersstart
t.o grow throughbaroclinicinstability,leadingto horizontal exchangeof water massesbetweenthe cyclonic
vortex and the surroundingwaters.
The technologicalimprovementsperformedsincethe
MEDOC cruises have motivated a new interest for observations in the convection areas. Leaman and Schott

ered, with a focus on the time evolution of the threedimensionaltemperature field. Temperature measurements are selectedbecausethey constitute the largest
data set, and temperature turns out to be an excellent marker of water masses.It is necessaryto adopt a
unified method of analysisfor the different data types

becauseof the rapid changesin the field, of the range

[1991]and $chottand Leaman[1991]report a strong of scalesinvolved, and of the diversity of measurements
convectiveevent during the winter of 1987, where verti- available. CTD surveys, for instance, cannot be concal velocities of 5-10 cm s-lwere measured with acous- sidered to be synoptic. A standard inverse procedure
tic Doppler current profilers(ADCPs). In the win- is applied, in conjunction with a Kalman filter which
ter of 1991-1992, an international experiment, code- accountsfor time evolution in the form of persistence.
named Theoretical and Experimental Tomography in Thus all the data are incorporated under the same asthe Sea Experiment(THETIS 1), took placein that sumptionson their scalesof variability. Inevitably, some
same area, where a diversity of observationaltech- filtering of the field resultsfrom this approach,but one
niques were implemented: conductivity-temperature- can always return to the original measurementto ob-

depth(CTD) andexpendable
bathythermograph
(XBT) servea givenlocalprocess[Schottet al., 1995]).
surveys,mooredtemperature, salinity and current rec-

The method developedfor our analysisis presentedin

ords(ADCPs and Aandera)and acoustictomography,section 2. Then we describe the time evolution of the
[THETIS Group,1994].Surfaceforcingfor this period analyzed temperature field over the observed domain
was availablethrough the outputs of the Mdteo France (section3), showingthe classicalphasesof convection
Pdridot model. One of the goalsof THETIS I was to in a three-dimensionalapproach. Finally, in section4,
resolvethe wide range of spacescales
and timescalesof we quantifythe relationto the atmosphericforcingwith
the processestaking place through the winter and to the help of a simple mixed layer model. The heat and
relate the evolution of the field to the surface forcing. buoyancy budgets are calculated with the parameters
Schottet al. [1994]describethe classicalsequence
of provided by the Pdridot model.
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struct a temperature field defined by a finite number
of parameters characterizing its horizontal resolution,
vertical representation, and timescale. Each data set is
used to constrain the field through a relation defining
its influence on the parameters of the field. This relation contains implicitly the date and position of the
measurement. With such a process,all the information
about the temperature field which projects on the space
describedby the parameters is extracted from the data.
Four data sets have been selectedas providing temperature information. The CTD and XBT data are
vertical profiles at single points in the horizontal and
at single times. The fixed point temperature sensors
give good temporal coveragebut at singlepoints in the

three space dimensions. These first three data types

Figure 1. Mooringspositionduring THETIS 1. A1
to A3, current meter moorings; T1 to T6, tomogra-

phy moorings. The shadedarea definesthe "central
area"over which averagesare performed.

(1) The tomographyarray (mooringsTX throughT6)
coveredthe area whereconvectionwas expected. (2)
The small-scale array was set at the expected center of

2. The Analysis
2.1.

are usually refered to as "direct measurements", but
the terminology: "point measurements"would be more
accurate. The last data set is provided by the tomographic measurements.They are "integral data" available with good time resolution. The measured travel
times are inversely related to the sound speed encountered alongthe path of the acousticrays. The validation
and evaluation of this data set are exposed by SSGD.
The mooring positions are plotted on Figure 1; they
were set up in three arrays, each with a specific goal:

The Temperature

the convection
patch (A1, A2, T6). (3) The boundary
arraywasmeantto measureinflowconditions(A3, T1).

Data Set

The THETIS i hydrographicmeasurementswere performed during five cruises,samplingthe different stages
with variousmeasuringdevices:CTD with tracerscasts, of winter convection from late November to April. A
moored current meters and temperature sensorsand to- total of 216 deep CTD stations, 43 XBTs and 30 ex-

Duringthe THETIS 1 experiment(Figure1) a large

volume of data has been collected in the Gulf of Lion

mographictransceivers.Thesedata setsdiffer in their
way of samplingthe ocean, but many of them have

pendableCTDs (XCTDs) were collected. The dates
and number of data per cruise are summarized in Table 1, the correspondingstation positionsare shownin
Figure 2. At eachcruise,it wasattempted to repeat the
sections5øE, 6øE, and 42øN. Table 2 gives an overview
of the vertical and temporal coverageprovided by the
temperature recording, while Table 3 summarizes the
spatial extension of the tomographic array by listing
the periods coveredby each tomographicpair.

in common a measureof temperature: either direct or

througha stateequation(thespeedof sound).The lack
of similarities in the space and time spectral windows
attached to each data set makes any analysisbased on
comparisons
difficult. The problemof inadequatesampling is illustrated by the classicalway of using CTD
data:

in order to access the horizontal

structure

of the

field, the data collected during a cruise are assumed
synoptic, and it is hard to distinguish,in the reconstructed maps, the relative contribution of time and
spacevariability. The presentapproachtakesexplicitly
into accountthe nature of the samplingand exploitsthe
complementarity of the data sets. We chooseto recon-

2.2.

Implementation

of the Method

Our goal is to reconstructthe evolutionof the temperature field over the duration of the experiment from
data setscharacterizedby spectralcontentswhich differ
both in time and space. The "state vector" is defined

Table 1. HydrographicalProfilesCollectedDuring THETIS 1.
Cruise

Beginning

Suroit 1
Nov. 27,
Valdivia
Dec. 8,
Suroit 2
Jan, 8,
Poseidon Feb. 18,
Suroit 3
April 13,

1991
1991
1992
1992
1992

End
Dec. 1,
Dec. 19,
Jan. 16,
March 3,
April 26,

CTDs
1991
1991
1992
1992
1992

28
24
38
99
27

XBTs

XCTDs

13
2O

3O
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Valdivia

27/11-01/12/91

Suroit 2

08/12-19/12/91

08/01-16/01/92

43-

42-

•

*

41I

I

Poseidon

Suroit 3

18/02-05/03/92

13/04-26/04/92

43-

Thetis 1 cruises

42-

*

CTD

"

XBT

*

XCTD

41I

I

I

4

5

6

Figure 2. Positionof hydrographicalmeasure'ments
during the five THETIS 1 cruisesof the
1991-1992

winter.

Table 2. Summary of Fixed Point Temperature Series
Mooring

Depth, m

Period

as a finite set of parameters,efficientlyrepresentingthe
features of the field under study. The value of these
parameters will then be estimated from the available
data set at a discrete number of instants.

T1

8O
2OO
5OO
1000
1500

T2

100
25O
250 - 650
1000

T3

100
250 - 650
1000

T4
T5

360
85
160

370

T6
A1

A2
A3

250- 650
1020
50-

Dec. 11 to April 20
Dec. 11 to April 20
Dec. 11 to April 20
Dec. 11 to April 20
Dec. 11 to April 20
Dec. 8 to Feb. 8, Feb. 29 to April 25
March 1 to April 25
Dec. 11 to April 20
Dec. 8 to Feb. 8, Feb. 29 to April 25
Dec. 6 to April 15
Dec. 6 to Feb. 01 , March 3 to April 15
Dec. 6 to April 15
Dec. 6 to April 26
Feb. 23 to April 22
Dec. 15 to Jan. 26, Feb. 26 to March 13
March 31 to April 11
Dec.

5 to Feb.

11

Feb. 26 to April 22
Dec. 12 to April 24
13 to Feb.

a state vector is obviously conditioned by the field we
wish to estimate, but it also dependsstrongly on the
data type and sampling available. Conversely,the esti-

Table 3. Summary of the tomographicpair series
Pair

Name

Period

1
2

T1-T2
T1-T3
T1-T4
T1-T5

Dec. 15-19, March 4 to April 10
Dec. 15 to Jan. 1, March 4 to April 10
Dec. 15-18, March 4 to April 10
Dec. 15 to Jan. 1, March 4-12,
March 31-April 10
Dec. 15 to Jan. 1, March 4 to April 10
Dec. 15-19, March 2 to April 10

3
4
5

6
7
8

250

Dec.

318

Dec. 13 to April 24

10

322
720

Dec.
Dec.

13 to Feb.
13 to Feb.

11

1000
1005
1400
1000
500

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

13
13
13
13
10

to
to
to
to
to

April
April
April
April
April

9
9
9

24
24
24
24
20

The choice of

9

12
13
14

15

T1-T6
T2-T3
T2-T4
T2-T5
T2-T6
T3-T4
T3-T5
T3-T6
T4-T5
T4-T6
T5-T6

Dec.

15-18

Dec. 15-19, March 2 to April 10
Dec. 15-19, March 2 to April 10
Dec.

15-18

Dec. 15 to Jan. 26, Feb. 27 to April 10
Dec. 15 to Feb. 11, Feb. 29 to April 10
Dec.

15-18

Dec.

15-18

Dec. 15 to Jan. 26, Feb. 29 to March 12,
March 31 to April 10
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mation procedurerelieson a model definingthe relation

resent 96.6% of the total variance. The main features of

between

the vertical structure variability are clearly seen; they
are linked to the surfacelayers, Levantine Intermediate
Water, and deep convectionvariability which, during
this 1991-1992 winter, only reached 1700m. CTD data
were used to test the vertical basis and typical profiles
of sound speed anomaly were reconstructedwith five
modes: as expected, the sharp gradientsare smoothed
off, but the main features are represented.
The vertical mode coefficients,representingthe horizontal variations of the field, are decomposedin a truncated Fourier series. This type of representation has
been implementedand evaluated in a previoussimu-

the data vector

and the state vector.

2.2.1. Definition of •he s•a•e vector.
Despite
intermittent failures, the tomographicdata set ensures

the most global coverageof the area of interest both
in time and space. The tomographicmeasurementsare
integralfunctionsof soundspeed,closelyrelated to temperature. We have deducedfrom the THETIS 1 CTD
database a linear relationship between a sound speed
perturbation and the correspondingtemperature perturbation

in the form

5C(x, y, z, t) -- c•(z)ST(x, y, z, t)

(1)

lation [Gaillard, 1992]. The horizontalfieldsfor each
The verticalprofilec•(z) deducedfrom a fit to the CTD

mode are computed in a square box 256 X 256 km,

data set is shown in Figure 3. The RMS relative er-

centered at 42.25øN-5.00øE.

ror madein representing
5T from (1) is 10%from 0 to

"observationarea" to avoid periodicity effects,and only
the central area constrainedby observationswill be analyzed. A circular truncation is performedat wavenum-

100m, 6% from 100 to 500 m, 2% from 500 to 1000
m, 4% from 1000 to 1500m, and 20% below 1500m.
The slightly higher surfaceerror is due to mixing which
modifiesthe T-S relationship. The large deep value for
the relative error correspondsto a decreaseof the 5T
variance,not to an increaseof the error. In the following
the sound speed and temperature variable will be considered as perfectly equivalent. The tomographic data
set beingthe coreof our observingsystem,the state vector x is defined in terms of sound speed, the results being later convertedto temperatureby (1). This choice,
based on computational conveniencecriteria, has little
influence

This box is wider than the

ber Ikl < 8. The cutoffwavelength
is ,•c= 32 km equivalent to a cutoff length scaleLc = •c/(2•r) = 5 km.
The mean vertical density profile, computed from the
November and December CTDs, gives a first Rossby

radiusRx = 5.7 km. The Ikl < 8 truncationresolves
this scale.Accessing
the secondRossbyradius(2.8 km)
would require setting the truncation at k = 15, which
considerablyincreasesthe number of parametersto be
estimated and is beyondthe resolutionprovided by the
data

on the results.

set.

2.2.2.

Data

vector

and

inverse

model.

In order to deal with a reducednumber of parameters,
the sound speed anomaly 5C is projected on a limited
number of vertical modes. The most efficient representation is ensuredby taking the first empirical orthogo-

Esti-

mating a set of parametersfrom data constraintsunder
least squarescriterion is a classicalinverseproblem. In
our case, a full set of parameters describingthe state
of the temperaturefield (the state vector)is estimated
nal functions(EOFs). The principalcomponents
anal- at each time step. Rather than performing indepenysis is performed on the sound speed profiles deduced dent inversions,each starting with climatologyas first
from the CTD data set. The modes'efficiencyfor repre- guess,a simplifiedversionof a Kalman filter procedure
sentingthe soundspeedperturbation can be measured is applied. With such a method the time evolutionis
through the percentageof total variancerepresented.In
taken into account through a linear prediction of the
THETIS 1, the first five modes,shownin Figure 3, rep- first guessand initial covariances.The simplifications

Modes 1 & 2
-4

-2

0

2

'

o

Alpha

Mode 3, 4 & 5
-5

0

5

....

0.2

......

0.25

0.3

I

I

0.35
I

0.4
0

--500

-5oo -

-lOOO-

--lOOO

- 1500 -

- - 1500

-2000

--2000

-2500

-

i

I

[

i

i

-2500

Figure 3. Verticalmodes
(EOF)forsound
speedanomalies
(leftandmiddlepanels).Vertical
profileof c•(z),usedto convert
temperature
perturbation
in soundspeedperturbation
(right
panel).
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takenhereare (1) to assumepersistence
of the fieldwith
relaxationtoward climatologyas a predictionequation
and (2) to usea constantform for the predictionerror.
Details about the method are givenin AppendixA. One
step in the estimationcombinesa forecaststep and an

Available

data

lOO

lOO

updating step. As a 12-hour time step is chosen,each
data seriesis sampled accordingly. The temperature
time series collected are converted into series of sound

50

I

:

speedanomaly6C usingequation(1). The correspond-

"I

+,

'---. •

+ ++

5o

-:

ing constraint writes'

t) -

t) +

0

(2)

I

I

340

I

360

380

The vertical profiles from CTDs and XBTs are converted to sound speed with the Chen-Millero formula.

I
400

I

I

420

440

I |++)'
460

480

RMS residuals

The salinity variable, which is missingfrom the XBT
data, is deducedfrom a T-S relationship of the form
S- f(T, z) established
from the CTDs. For thesevertical profiles,two strategiesare applied: (1) The 5C

+

6-

profiles deduced from the CTDs deeper than 1500m
are projected on the five vertical modes. The five coefficientsobtained are introduced as five constraints.They

+

4--

+

&

--

Tomography

-....
Tsensor
•

Mode
data

+

Layer data
+

+

are calledthe modedata. (2) All the CTD+XBT profiles are also used as layer constraints. The mean sound
speed perturbation is computed for six layers, limited
by the levels: 0, 100,300, 500, 700, 1000, and 1500m.
The deep CTD profiles appear twice in the data vector,
once in the form

of five mode

coefficients

and once in

340

360

380

400

420

440

460

480

Figure 4. Contribution of each data type along the
durationof the experiment(in yeardayssinceJanuary1
1991). (top) Numberof availabledataat eachtime step.

the form of six layer averages. Although the model is
only capableof reconstructingthe field over five modes, (bottom)RMS valueof the signalto noiseresiduals.
we consider that

this ensures a better

use of the CTD

information.

For the tomography data, a simple linear relation- for each of these data type. The "mode" constraintsa
ship is assumed.The mean travel time perturbation of priori variance is more difficult to estimate. The RMS
a particular arrival i, measured relative to a predicted value of the coefficients varies from 0.77 for mode I to
traveltime tt•, is relatedto the soundspeedpertur- 0.17 for mode 5; an error of 0.02 is assumed on each

bationfield 5C(x, y, z), relativeto a meansoundspeed

mode coefficient.

2.3. First Diagnostics

y,z)ds(3)
5th
=tti+
+tt•-tt•ø
- -•r.SC'(x,
U2(z)
2

This relation

results from a linearization

which holds in

The modelis run from November28 (day 331) to
April 15 (day 480) with a half day time step. An
overviewof the data availableat eachtime stepis given

in Figure 4, which showsthe numberof data elements,
our casewhere the distancesare short and the ray paths for eachdata type, as a function of time. In this represtable for the sound speed perturbations encountered. sentation,there is no information about the weight of
The strength of each data constraintis controlledby this data. One acousticray path is consideredas one
the data covariance
matrix (seeAppendixA for details). piece of data, one temperature sensoris consideredas
For layer constraints and time seriesthe a priori vari- one piece of data regardlessof vertical coherencebeance of the data is deduced from the measurement
ertween all sensorsof a thermistor chain, one XBT or
ror; Table 4 summarizes the characteristics of the errors

shallowCTD providesfour to six layerdata depending
on depth, and one CTD deeperthan 1500m givesfive

Table 4. A priori Errorson the Data (Instrumentaland mode plus six layer data. Despite the various failures
in the time seriesrecording,only days from February
FromProcessing)
13 to 18 are poorly sampledwith only 16 temperature
Data Type

Tomography
Temperature series

Mode coefficients
(deepCTDs)
Layeraverages(CTDs, XBTs)

Unit

10-3 S
oC

m S-1

e min

1.2

e max

14.0

sensorsoperating.
A global evaluationof the compatibility of our data
set and model is obtained through the linear residuals

0.01

0.03

(y, -G,&,).

0.02

0.02

data constraint is satisfied by the estimated field & for

0.02

0.2

This quantitymeasureshow well each

the defined model G.

The

RMS

values of the residu-

als are computedat each time step separatelyfor each
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data type, and they are presentedin Figure 4, normalized by the a priori error. Assumingthat the noisehas
been correctly estimated from the various calibrations,
a residualto noiseratio closeto I indicatesgood agreement between the data, model, and a priori hypothesis.
The tomography data meet this compatibility requirement except for a few events. Those events correspond
to periods of poor signal to noise ratio in the acoustic recordingsduring which the tracking algorithm may
havefailed. The temperature data residualsshowhighfrequencypeaks during the period of strongestpenetra-
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are not altered during that winter (only a few points
showpenetrationof the mixingdownto this depth).

At the beginningof the experiment,T1 displaysthe
strongestpositive temperature anomaly of LIW; this
signalis associatedto the NMC. The time seriesshows
a regular vertical penetration of the coolingfrom the
surface,reachingthe LIW level around February 2. The
strongestcoolingevent occurson February 12, mixing
the water down to 600m. Within a few days, LIW,
characterized by a warm temperature anomaly, is supplied but in a diluted form, initiating the restratification of the verticalmixing(January21 to March 6 or tion of the layer centered around 300m. Warm surface
days385-430). They reflectthe inability of the model water comesin at a slowerrate and is cooledagain beto representthe small horizontal and vertical scalescap- tween March 26 and April 5. The deepeningof the 12.82
tured by the point measurements.The data issuedfrom isotherm, starting at mid January, preceedsthe surface
the vertical profilesbehavedifferently dependingon the coolingand erosionof LIW. This may correspondto adway they are entered into the model. When entered as vection of already mixed water from the Ligurian Sea.
mode coefficients,these data are perfectly satisfiedwith
Initially, point T3 has the lowestpercentageof LIW.
a residual to noise ratio lower than 1. When the inforA deep mixed layer reaching 1500m is clearly seen
mation is provided as a mean layer perturbation, part of around March 4. As at T1, some LIW returns in a
this information cannot be projected on the truncated few days, but the underlying vertical stratification revertical basis and remains in the residuals. In general, mains weak until the end of the experiment. The evothe data showingthe highest residualscorrespondto lution of temperature in the surface layers at T1 and
points situated closeto the continental slope.
T3 is similarin the longertimescales(correlatedwith
In conclusion, the different data sets provide com- surfaceforcing)but showsimportantdifferences
in the
patible information. The residualscorrespondingto a high frequencies.Intensecoldeventsoccurat T3 (see
particular data set do not grow systematicallywhen an- in particularFebruary2), producedby a moreefficient
other data set comes in and there is no correlation belocal coolingor horizontal advection.
tween the peaks in the residuals. The spatial resolution
The initial vertical structure
at T6 is intermediate
of our model appearsto be lower, at times, than the res- between that of T1 and T3. The surface layer stratiolution providedlocally by someof the data. Increasing fication is rapidly eroded, and the coolingreachesthe
both the vertical and horizontal
resolution would cerLIW layer which has almost disappearedby January 28.
tainly help satisfyingthosedata more closely,but away A well-mixed column of water appears on February 23.
from the measurement point the statistical confidence It is recappedby warm surfacewater in a few days. The
on the results would become very low. It is then de- first 150m are restratified by February 29. The LIW recided to keep this limited resolution and interpret the turns progressivelyreaching a significantlevel only on
results as a spatially smoothedversion of the real field. April 10; simultaneouslythe deep stratification returns
to its initial

3.
3.1.

Thermal
Time

Structure
Series

of Vertical

Evolution
Profiles

The temperature field and correspondingerror can
be reconstructedat any point of the observedvolume
from December 15 to April 25. Time series of vertical
profiles, for different locations within the Gulf of Lion,
providea good overviewof the time and spacevariability. Four characteristicpoints are presentedin Plate 1'
they correspondto mooring position and so provide the
best data coverageover the whole period. The profiles
combineall the available information and representthe
expressionof the temperature field at the given points
for scalesabove our 5 km resolution. T1 representsthe
eastern boundary condition and in particular the in-

level.

The

amount

of warm

surface

water

returning over T6 after the deep mixing event is larger
than at T1, excludingthe NMC as a possiblesourcefor
this water.

Point

T5 is in the Northwest

corner of the convec-

tion area. This point was not well sampledduring the
MEDOC

cruises.

The

time

evolution

of the vertical

structure of temperature here is quite different from
the evolution at point T6. The surfacelayersexperience
the strongestcoolingepisodesobservedduringthat winter at the beginning and end of January. Despite this
strong local heat loss,deep convectionis delayedby several days with respect to the central area: While deep
convectionoccurs at T6 on February 23, at T5 the preconditionedprofileseenfrom the beginningof February
is replaced by a column of well-stratified water, probaflow of North MediterraneanCurrent (NMC) carrying bly brought by advection,which remainsa few days. In
the LIW. T3 at the south boundary links the Gulf of consequence
the deeply mixed water column is seenonly
Lion to the interiorMediterranean.T6 (42øN-5øE)is after February 26, and it is, at the beginning, covered
the central point where convection has been most fre- by a warm water pool. We seeno open deep convection
quently observed. T5 is also typical of the convection at T5 as we do at T6; here the mixed water seemsto
area but more confinedby the bathymetry. The profiles enter progressivelyfrom February 26 to March 26. In
displayedare limited to 1800m becausedeeper layers contrast with T6, which restratifiesprogressively,the
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Plate 1. Time evolution of the vertical potential temperature profile estimated by the model at
points T1, T3, T5, and T6.

profile at T5 remains mixed and the mixing is even reinforcedby the late coolingfrom March 26 to April 5.
The restratification only starts at the very end of the
experiment.
The time series of vertical profiles show a development of convection and restratification similar to

the MEDOC hydrographicdata [Stommel,1972]. The
generalevolutionfollowsthe surfaceforcing,and by the
end of January the LIW layer is erodedover most of the
observedarea, even at point T1. Another feature common to the time seriespresentedis a timescalesof •_ 10
days, typical of mesoscaleactivity. With this analysis

what

we enhance the contrast between the different points

was seen in the time

series reconstructed

with
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of the convectionarea, revealingthe early deepcooling
at T1, the surface capping at T6, and the late vertical
homogeneizationat T5. Although the three phasesof
preconditioning,violent mixing,and restratificationare
identified,they are not clearlyseparatedin time and not
synchronous
at all points. The backgroundgeneralcirculation

and mesoscale field modifies the vertical

nature

of convectionby redistributingthe properties.
3.2.

Horizontal

Fields

The evolutionof the temperatureprofile(Plate 1) at
the individual points presentedabove is better understood by looking at the horizontal fields which relate
the different points of the Gulf of Lion. We compute
averagesof the potential temperature over three layers, each representativeof a water mass. At the top is

3.2.1. Preconditioning.

12,523

Plate 2a corresponds
to

the preconditioning
period (Decemberand January).
Temperature is an indicator for the penetration of surface cooling: as long as mixing remainsin layer 1, cooling decreasesthe temperature along a line with con-

stant dT/dS slope[Swallowand Caston,1973]. Once
mixing reacheslayer 2, the warm and salty LIW is incorporatedinto the surfacelayer and the temperature
tendency in layer 1 dependson the relative influence of
cooling and mixing, while the temperature in layer 2
decreasesclearly.
The surfacelayer experiencesa spatially non-uniform

cooling. At the beginning(December18) the surface
water is colder in the eastern part of the gulf, then a

zonalbandof coldwaterdevelops
andwidens(January
1 to 17), and a colderzonebuildsup in the northwest
corner. By January 23 the temperature observedin the

the surfacelayer (0-60m), then the LIW layer (160- northwestreachesits lowest value. The eastern part
560m), and finally the WesternMediterraneanDeep hasalreadywarmedup, by mixing with the underlying
Water (1000-1500m). The potentialtemperaturefor LIW. By February 2, the very coldarea in the northwest
has warmedup, either by verticalmixing or horizontal
each of these layers is shown in Plates 2a, 2b, 2c . The
by the ocperiods correspondapproximately to the three phases advection.The later possibilityis suggested
of convection.
curenceof a very coldsurfaceeventseenat T3 (in the
The bottommaps(Plates2a, 2b, 2c) representthe a south)whichseemsto comefrom the north. This diposteriori variance as a percentageof the a priori variance, as done in objective analysis. Reference to these
maps is particularly important given the irregular distribution of data in space and time. It can be noticed
that when no data are available, the field returns to the

climatology; conversely,strong features in the estimation occur only where and when detected by the data
set, within the limits of the resolution. The differences
in the data set spectral windows are revealed by looking at the error maps when one data set only enters
in the estimation. For instance, the local effect of the
temperature recordingappearson the February 2 map

rection of advection is confirmedby the current meter
measurements.

The shallowest current meters available
are situated at 350 m for T5 and at 90 m for T3. These

depthsare not in the surfacelayer but the current in the
Gulf of Lion is stronglybarotropic. The directionof the
current can then be extrapolated to the surface where
its intensity is probably stronger. Figure 5 showsthe

integratedhodographsof both current meters. It appearsthat duringthe first period(January20 to 25),
currentat T5 pointstowardthe east/southeast,advect-

ing water toward the central area. At T3 the current
points toward the south: this point receivesthe water
(exceptfor the T3-T6 tomographypair, they were the from the centralarea. Given the currentintensity,some
only data). From March 21 to April 10, tomography water originatingfrom the coldanomalyin T5 may have
and T sensorsare the only data sets: tomography pro- traveled to T3 in 10 days.
videsa wide area coverage,but resolutionis weak along
In the LIW layer the maximum temperature is found

the longdistances
(T1-T5). CTD coverage
is illustrated initially in the northeast corner, along the path of the
by the map of April 25: wide areas are left unexplored.
Two horizontal scalescan be identified in the maps:
a large-scalefield, associatedwith the surface forcing
in the surfacelayer and with the general circulation at

NMC. The LIW enters the area by this corner and fills
the Gulf of Lion. Temperature starts to decreaseover
the wholearea by January 17-23. The largesttemperature decreaseis observedin the northeast where a very
deepestlevel (illustratedby the tongueof LIW), over coldevent, happeningon February2 at T1, bringswater
which are superimposedsmaller-scalestructures. De- colder than the water produced inside the area by mixspite the uneven distribution of data and the very dif- ing with the above water. The water entering at this
ferent dynamicsalong the duration of the experiment, corner may result from mixing which has taken place
the typical radius of this mesoscaleis 15-20 km. This upstream, in the Ligurian Sea, a region where convec-

is largerthan the cutofflengthscale(5 km) and Rossby tion can alsooccur. In the south, the coolingis slower
radius(5.7 km), whichbringsup the question:is this and a stationary blob of LIW staysin placefor 30 days.
scale typical of the field or does it correspond to the
resolutionof our observationalarray? Arguments in fa-

vor of the first solutionare (1) at timesMarch 5 and 9,

Becauseof inadequatesampling,the exact shapeof this
blob and possibleconnectionwith the outside are diffi-

cult to define. Despitestrongsurfacecoolingat T5 the
deficit in temperature at LIW level is strongerat T6.
doesnot show5-kmscales,and (2) threefloat trajecto- As in the surface layer, the cooled water masseshave
ries availablefrom the beginningof March to mid-April been redistributed. During the preconditioningperiod
describeloopsof 10-20 km radius(J.-C. Gascard, per- shown,the evolution in the deep layer is very slow and
we see mostly weak mesoscaleactivity. There seemsto
sonalcommunication,
1995).
the CTD array allows a better resolution but the field
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to detect.

In the Gulf of Lion convectionoccurs progressively
and is influenced by the initial stratification and the
backgroundcirculation. It starts at locationswhere the
vertical structure is favorable, such as cyclonic eddies
which bring weak vertical gradients, and so takes the

and February2, for the currentat T3 (90m) and T5
(350m). It showsthe eastwardtransport at T5 and horizontalscaleof the preexistingfield. As the forcing

goes on, more areas meet this low gradient criterion
and the number and size of chimneys increase. The
be a slightwarming(barely 0.01øC) progressing
from final size of the convectionpatch is that of the mean
the east toward the central area.
preconditionedarea.
Our observations of the development of convection
The large-scaleview of the preconditioningleading
to convectionis that it results from a locally intensi- differ significantly from the nonhydrostatic modeling
fied surfaceforcing, applied on an area where the water of Jonesand Marshall [1993]and Send and Marshall
massesare confinedby the general circulation. From [1995].While, in the model,the water is initially horour observationsit appears that the processis more izontally homogeneousand at rest; in our observations
complicated and that the effect of spatial variability the backgroundfield has its own spatial structure and
cannot be neglectedfor its understandingor when do- currents. The preexistingmesoscaleinfluencesthe scale
ing heat budgets. Two scalesplay an equally important of the chimney. In the model, the chimney takes the
exact shape of the forcing and mesoscalesappear only
role during the preconditioning.
(1) The watermasses
cooledby the atmospheric
forc- when the chimney becomesbaroclinically unstable. A
ing are redistributed in the Gulf of Lion during the secondimportant differencelies is in the forcing. In the
preconditioningphase. This makes it difficult to pre- Gulf of Lion the forcingvariesin time and barely reaches
dict from the surfacelayersmapsthe exact placewhere 300W m-2whenaveraged
over5 days.In thenumerical
convectionis likely to start. These mesoscalehorizontal experiment
a strongcircularforcingof 800W m-2 is approcessesmay correspondto the instabilities predicted plied continuously
during6 days. Madecet al. [1991a]
southward transport at T3.

have studied the relative contribution
of vertical conby the two-layermodelof Gascard[1978].
(2) The area is not totally isolatedfrom the rest of vection and horizontal mixing in a primitive equation

model by comparinga purely vertical run to regular
three dimensional experiments. They noticed that the
horizontal processesslow down the vertical convection.
Another experiment,at higher resolution,comparedthe
effectof a mean coolingapplied continuouslyto an intermittent more intense cooling,but with the same mean
3.2.2. Convection. Duringpreconditioning,
cool- value. Madecet al. [1991b]showedthat intensecooling
ing has modifiedthe upper 1000m (surfaceand LIW inhibited the horizontal advection and was more effilayers), but there is no evidenceof completevertical cient for producing convection. Send and Marshall's
mixing as it is described by mixed layer models: a [1995]experimentthen appearsas an extremecase.At
weak temperature stratification remains. As the sur- the otherextremeis Herbault's[1995]attempt to model
face coolingis maintainedthroughoutwinter, a thresh- realistically the western Mediterranean circulation. Deold is reachedand the first deepconvectionchimneysare spite the use of a daily wind forcing, this model is not
observedaroundFebruary21 (Plate 2a and 2b). The able to reproduce convectionwith the correct rate. A
main chimney is centeredslightly east of the canon- number of problemsare still to be solved.

the basin. The entranceconditionsare modifiedduring
the preconditioningby mixing which has taken place
outside the area. On the other hand, cold water may
be exported,slowingdown the preconditioningprocess.
The general circulation is an important element of the
final budget.
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3.2.3. Restratification.
During the convection
period, vertical mixing dominates.In the following period the volume of convected water adjusts to a new
equilibrium through the two processesof sinking and
spreading.The newly formed water tends to sink toward its equilibrium depth definedby the density of the

mixedcolumn(1500mduringthat winter)but is maintained by the horizontal currents through geostrophic
adjustment. Advection by the backgroundcirculation
and associatedmesoscalefield or by baroclinic instability of the convectivechimneyproduceshorizontal transport or spreadingat a level shallowerthan the equilibrium depth. The relative effect of the two processesin
competition determines the amount of heat and mass
transfered to the deep layers.
In the Gulf of Lion, at the end of the THETIS i convective period, the water above 750m is anomalously
cold, while it is anomalously warm between 750 and
1500 m, with respect to the initial temperature profile.
The same contrast exists in space: the historical data

compiledby Brasseurel al. [1994]showthat the surface layer in the Gulf of Lion is anomalouslycold with
respectto the rest of the westernbasin. At the shallow
levels at least, a pool of warm water is then available
closeto the convectionarea, for mixing with the cold
water. At depth, the anomalouslywarm water, in density balanceat the baseof the mixed water column,will
spreadhorizontally into the deep Mediterranean basin,
providinga mechanismfor deepwater temperature increase.

The horizontal maps shownin Plate 2a-2c give some
idea of the timescaleon which the exchangestake place.
We observein the days following convectiona period
of rapid evolution: the surfacecapping already started
during convectioncontinues;at level 2, warm water appears at the eastern boundary after March 9 and the
convectedarea is globally displacedtoward the northwest.

The rapid adjustmentis followedby a phaseof slower
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seemsto migrate toward the northwestcorner, while
someof it may escapethrough the southernand west-

ernside(thispartof thearrayispoorlyinstrumented).
The generalincreaseof temperaturewithin the Gulf of
Lion relative to initial conditionsindicates that mixing
is taking place within the convectionarea.

At the end of the experiment(April 25), the stratification inside the Gulf of Lion is not restored to its
initial conditions. The final structure is characterized

by a weakenedvertical gradientof temperaturewith a
deficit in LIW and an increased deep water temperature

(0.01 øto0.02øC).

4. Buoyancy and Heat Budgets
The temperature evolution presented above is better understood when related to the atmospheric forc-

ing and buoyancybudgets,which trigger and control
the vertical mixing. Without resortingto a full surface forced numerical model of the region, which is be-

yondthe scopeof the presentstudy,the simplestmixed
layer model is used to evaluatewhether surfacefluxes
can account for the observedchangesin upper ocean
stratification and the onset of convection, to assessthe

importanceof advection,and to determineto what extent the spatial variability of the initial densityfield and
of the forcingfield can accountfor the locationof the
convective

event.

4.1. Mixed Layer Model and Buoyancy
Budgets

If at sometime there existsa mixedlayer (with uniform density,temperature,and salinity)of depthh(t),
a surfacebuoyancyflux QB acting for a time step dt

gives
a density
increase:
dp- (gh)-• QBdt.Thiscreates an instability which inducesmixing and deepening

of the mixedlayerto a newdepthh(t)+ dh. Assuming
the mixing to be nonpenetrative,continuity of density
at the baseof the mixed layer, where the densityprofile

evolution(from March 21). The surfacelayer warms is p(z), requiresdp: p'(h)dh. Eliminatingdp between
up continuouslyover the whole area. This warming is the two expressionsgives the implicit relation for the
not explainedby the local atmosphericwarming, which evolutionof h(t):

startsonlyin April (Figure6), but resultsfrom advection of warmer waters from outside the Gulf.

The south-

Q, dt = ghp'(h)dh,

(4)

ernmostpoint (T3) seemsto receivethe water cooled which integrates to

in the Gulf of Lion in agreementwith the mean current direction observedin the current meter recordings.
Qsdt - g
[p(h)- p(z)] -(s)
The warmingis interrrupted by a short coolingepisode
resultingfrom an increasedheat lossto the atmosphere
Not surprisingly,the importanceof the densitygradient
occurringbetweendays March 26 and April 5.

here:for a givenfluxincrement
Q•dt, dh
In layer2 the LIW enteringfromthe southeastnearly if(h) appears
is inverselyproportionalto if(h) (the weakestthe stratification, the largestthe deepening).The right hand
to depth
any other time of the experiment. The amount of LIW sideof (5), •(h), is the integratedbuoyancy
enteringthe northeastcorneris still very weak,suggest- h; it is a measureof the stability of the water column,
in newtons
ing a changein the generalcirculationpattern of this a weightper unit area[Gill, 1982]expressed
water mass. The secondarycoolingevent reacheslayer per squaremeters.(One couldalternativelynormalize
reaches the central point 42øN-5øE; at that time the
LIW water layer there is thicker than it has been at

2 in the north and is responsiblefor the reopening of

by p0to obtainunitsof (meterspersecond)
2. Those

the chimneyin the northwestcorner(T5).

unitscanbe obtainedby dividingour valuesby 10a.)

In the deep layer, the path of the convectedwater is
hard to track. The water mass initially in the center

It alsorepresentsthe buoyancyflux requiredto mix to
depth h.
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Oncethe mixedlayer depthhasbeenset by the im- to any great depth. With this simple model, the surplicit relation(5), its temperatureand salinitycan be faceforcingdata wouldpredict deepconvectionto occur
obtainedby expressing
conservation
of heatandsalt,as sooner,deeper, and over a wider area than what is ob-

givenby Mertens[1994].Predictions
of h(t) obtained served. Nonethelessthis analytical example illustrates
from this simple one-dimensionalmodel are rather sen-

therapid
deepening
thatoccurs
when QBdt
•0gLAp.

sitiveto the initial profiles(whichare quite variable, It givesqualitative estimatesof the depth reachedat a
seesection4.3.1 and Figure8), to the start time of the certain time or of the time at which a givendepth will be
simulation,and to the time history of the surfacefluxes.

reached.

Associated

errors can be estimated

if a con-

Integrationof (5) with a densityprofileof the form stant bias 5Q• is assumedon the buoyancyflux (see
p(z) - poo-Ap exp(-z/L) or scalingarguments
shows AppendixB). A simpleerror analysisshowsthat the

thatdeepening
willbelarge
when
f2QBdt• gLAp, time of occurenceof deep convectioncan be predicted
i.e., whenthe surfacebuoyancy(gLAp) is removed.
Consideringthe averagedensityprofilefrom Suroit 1

with a better accuracy(Figure6) than the final depth
of the mixed layer. The latter is a sensitivefunction of

cruise,for thosestationsin the centralarea(definedas the deepdensitygradient, whichis quite small at depth.
the shadedareaof Figure1), a goodfit is obtainedwith
p• - 29.100,Ap- 0.49kg m-a, andL - 80 m, while 4.2. The Surface Fluxes
a fit on the averageof all the Suroit 1 stations, which

includemorestratifiedprofiles,givesAp- 0.60kgm-a
and L - 90 m. Correspondingly,for the central area,

4.2.1.

The

data.

The net heat flux at the ocean

surfacecan be computed as

gLAp - 383 N m-2, whilefor all the stations,gLAp
- 528 N m-2. The significantdifference
betweenthose

-

+

+ Q, + Q,.

(6)

two fits is an indicationof the heterogeneityof the area. whereQh and Qt are the sensibleand latent heat fluxes,
The critical values of 383 and 528 N m -2 are reached Q, is the short wave radiation, and Qb the long wave

on January21 andFebruary14 (Figure6), respectively. radiation.
While

The different terms of the surface fluxes are

the second date is close to that at which convec-

obtained from Mdtdo France. They are the output of
tion is observedto occur, but over a limited area, in late the operational meteorologicalforecastmodel Pdridot.
January, convectionis not observedto have penetrated An error analysisof these data is given in Appendix B;
it leads to the conclusionthat an uncertainty of 4- 20

W m-2 mustbe attachedto estimatesof Qh•.

N/(m**2. S)

Convectionis driven by hydrostatic instability, i.e.,

4'10"
i, i. I, • •, i I,,, •. i 1 i i i, i i 4'10" by the surfacebuoyancyflux, which is given by Gill

[1982]asthe sumof a thermal(Q,h) anda halineterms

0-10ø

-.½/• .....

0-10o

QB -- (gr•/Cw)Qnt
+ (gfiS,/Lv)Qt -- QBn+ QBe. (7)
The constantshave the following values: specificheat
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of water,c•0- 3.97x 103J (kgK)-•; the thermalexpansioncoefficient
of seawater
c• - 2 x 10-q K-1 the
corresponding
coefficient
for salinity,fi- p-• Op/OS=
7.75x 10-q, the latentheatof vaporization,Lv =2.45 x
106J kg-•, andseasurfacesalinity$• - 38.4psu.Precipitation effectscannot be includedsincewe have no

N/m**2
8OO

8OO

Total

600-

-600

information on them. It is shown in Appendix B that
they have a small effect.

Figure 6 showsthe time seriesof buoyancyflux and

the integratedfluxes(left-handside of (5)) at 420N,
400 -
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Figure 6. (top) Total buoyancyflux time seriesat

50 E, with the haline contribution indicated as a dashed
line. Temperature effectscontribute most to buoyancy
variations; over the first 3 months, <Qsn> - 5.69
<Q•e>, so that at the end of the seriesthe relative
cumulativeeffectsare in the same ratio. Although the
heat contribution dominatesthe surfacebuoyancyflux,
thk salt content in the water column plays an essen-

tial rolein definingits stability.Indeed,Mettens[1994]

shows that a mixed layer simulation which includes
420 N, 50 E, with the contribution of the haline flux
freshwater
fluxesyieldsa final depth 1000 m larger than
shownasdashed.(bottom)The corresponding
cumulative values; horizontal lines are drawn at the values 383 a run driven only by heat fluxes.
and528 N m-2 (dashed-dotted
andsolidlinesrespec- 4.2.2. Surface flux variability. The data show
strong time and moderate spatial variability. In order
tively).
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4.3. Buoyancy in the Upper Layers
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4.3.1. Buoyancy variability in the upper layers. We considerthe buoyancychangesin the upper
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layers in order to relate them to the surface fluxes. The

relevantquantityis thefunction•(h) introduced
in (5),
whichrepresentsthe buoyancyrequiredto mix to depth

41.5
4

5

h. We useCTD data from Suroit 1 (late November)
andSuroit2 (mid January)to calculate(I)(h). Figure8

6

shows this function
N/m*'2

for the stations within

the central

area definedin Figure 1, for the two cruises.There is a
remarkablyhigh variability in the stability from station

to station,by a factorof 2 (Suroit 1) to 3 (Suroit2).

...___...._•
800

The initial conditions indicate that a flux of 400 N m -•

couldmix half the stationsto 1000m, while 300 N m-•
could mix all of them to at least 100m. The spatial
distributionof (I)(1000),shownon Figure9, exhibitsan

initial low stability region between 5øand 60 E and a
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morefragmentedpattern in mid January.Both Figures
8 and 9 indicate an overall decreasein stability from
December i to January 15; averagedover the central
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stations,the upper1000m havelost 164N m- • (151
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Figure ?. Surfacebuoyancylossfrom the Pdridotanal-

from 0 to 100m, 24 from 100 to 200m, with a slight
gainof 7 in the LIW, from 200 to 500m). Someof the
local changescan be quite large, reaching300 to 400
N m -• in some western locations and even a maximum

ysis(in newtonsper squaremeter). (top) Mapsof the
cumulativelossesfor the periodscorresponding
to the of 800 Nm-• in the coastalcurrent(whichhasbeen
CTD cruises. (bottom) Time evolutionof buoyancy excludedfrom the depthaverages).
lossesat 10 selectedpoints. The positionsof the points
4.3.2. Comparison of fluxes and upper ocean
are markedwith symbols.Althoughthe generaltrend buoyancy changes. During the first 45 days (from
is similar,the levelsdiffersignificantly,increasingfrom December1 to January 15), the atmosphericfluxes
east to west.
would be able to remove about 350 q- 37 N m -• over
I

to compare surface buoyancy fluxes with ocean buoyancy content,three dates are chosen,corresponding
to
the times of CTD surveys' December 1, January 15,
and February 24. Figure 7 showsmaps of the surface

buoyancyloss,for the interveningperiods(December1
to January 15, and January 15 to February24). There
is a clear maximum in the westernpart of the gulf, but
the field is fairly uniform, except along the coastlines
where high gradients occur. For the three periods consideredand over most of the area of interest, the surface
fluxes would be able to removebuoyancyof over 350 q-
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37, 300 q- 33, and 650q-71 N m-2, respectively.
The

time

evolution

of the

losses is illustrated

on

the bottom panel of Figure 7, where cumulated fluxes

at selectedpoints(mooringlocationsand intermediate
points)are plottedasfunctionof time. The generalevo-

-800

•

Suroit
1

Suroit
2

lution is quite similar, but the accumulated difference

increases'on January15 QB rangesfrom 300to 369 (A
= 69), on February24 Qs rangesfrom 543to 673 (A 130), and on April 7 QB rangesfrom 583 to 802 (A -219). The largestvaluesoccurnorth of 420N and west
of 5 ø E.

In summary, the surfacefluxes, as given by the Pdridot model, appear to be large scale, with similar time
evolution over the whole area. The largest values are
encounteredin the western part of the gulf.

-1000
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Figure 8. Buoyancycontentin the upper 1000m,for
the centralarea,as calculated
fromCTD data (Suroit
1, earlyDecember
andSuroit2, mid Januarycruises).
The curvesrepresentthe mean values,and the shaded
areas are 1 standard

deviation.
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tribute someadvectivebuoyancyflux to the gulf. SSGD
observedalso that up to mid January, the upper ocean
!•.
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was warmer than what might be inferred from surface
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For the next 40 days (from January 15 to February
25), the buoyancylossinferredfromthe surfacefluxesis
of order300+ 33 N m-2, with largervaluesto the west
(Figure7), whichis essentiallyenoughto mix to 1000m
mostof the areashownon Figure9 (bottompanel). Althoughdeepconvection(to 1500m) is observedin mid
February, it has a somewhat more limited extent; it is
again suggestedthat horizontal advection must intervene.
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Volume Heat Budgets

4.4.1. Computing volume heat budgets. Given
the relative importance of the heat transport by mesoscale,any local budget would be difficult to interpret.
By performing area averagesof the heat gain over the

wholearea influencedby convection(the central area,
named A•), we reducethe local effect of mesoscales.
The mean heat gain relative to the first day of the analysis, to - December 17, is computed for each of the
previously defined layers as

SUROIT'

8-16
JAN
92 '":•'•••
'"•"
'"'
'
43 ø

Hi(t) -

[•(z, t) - •(z, to)]pCpdz (8)

where Hi is expressedin joules per square meter and

(T) denotesthe temperatureaveragedoverthe central
area. The correspondingmean heat gain at the surface
is computedfrom the fluxesgiven by P•ridot. From the
42 ø

time evolutionof theseaveraged
quantities(Figure10),
we identify three main periods, which correspondapproximately to the three phasespresented in the hori-

zontalmaps(Plates2a-2c)'
(1) From December17 to January 23, the trend is

4

)

41'

37

E

4•

5•

6•

7•

a rapid loss of heat in the surface layer and slow cooling if the LIW layer, while the deep layer heat content
remainsunchanged.Strong heat exchangebetweenthe
two upper layershappened in the form of an event which

occurredduring the first week of January,resultingin
the warming up of the surfacelayer and coolingof the

Figure 9. The valueof (b(1000)(equation(4)), which LIW layer.
(2) The period January24 to March 5 is character(top) Suroit1 (late November);(bottom)Suroit2 (mid ized by the warming of the deep layer; it includesthe
January).
deepconvectionperiodbut starts earlier. The warming
of the deep layer occursin two episodes. During the
mostof the area (Figure7). Fromthe initial distribu- first episode(last weekof January,first of February),

measuresthe buoyancyto be removedto mix to 1000m.

the surfacelayer warmsup by exchangingheat with the
LIW which coolsrapidly. The heat gain by the deep
to 150m. However,the oceanhaslostonly 164N m-a, layer is moderate. This is the transition between the
essentiallyin the upper 200m, and none of the profiles preconditioningand deep convection. Convection may
observedin mid January show any clear evidence of have started insidethe area but was not resolvedby the
mixed layer development.It must be concludedthat the array. It may also have occurred outside and mixed waone-dimensionalview is too simplistic and that other ter advectedin. The secondepisodecorrespondsto the
processesmust occur, for which horizontal advection is violent mixing period: the surfacelayer coolsslightly,
obviouslya prime candidate. The very high buoyancy but there is an intenseexchangeof heat between LIW
valuesobservedin the NMC suggestthat it might con- layer and the deeplayer, coolingthe first and warming
tion shown on Figure 9, such fluxes would be able to
mix some stations to 1000m, several to 500 m, and all
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Figure 10. Mean budgetsover the centralarea. (top) Evolutionof the heat contentin the
surface,LIW, and deeplayers.(middle) Evolutionof heat contentfrom 0 to 1500m and of the
surfacefluxesgivenby Peridot. (bottom)Heat deficitin the centralarea(difference
betweenthe
two previouscurves;solidcurve)and the linearfit (dashedline).
the second. At the end of this period, convection has
produced a mean positive temperature anomaly in the
deep layer, over the convectionarea, of 0.03øC.

than the heat removed by the atmosphere. The difference observed between those quantities shows a clear
trend, modulated by time-varying events, which cor-

to an averageflux deficitof 45 Wm -2. This
(3) FromMarch6 to April 25 the surfacelayerwarms responds
up slowly. It is important to notice that, except at the

difference is above the estimated 20 W m -2 error on the

very end (mid April), the meanatmospheric
(Pdridot) surfacefluxes. The deficit can be explainedby an export
forcingkeepsremovingheat from the ocean. Horizontal of coldto (or an import of heat from) the surrounding
area by advective processes. In the present situation,
advectionacts to reducevertical exchanges,At the beginning it delays the convectionprocess. When mixing has occurredit contributesto the export of anoma[1993],duringthe first weekthe evolutionis dominated lous water massesat intermediate level, and reducesthe
by the sinking due to the adjustment process,and it sinking.
The delaysintroducedby advectioncan be estimated
proceedsby a horizontal spreadingphase. A significant
late coolingeventoccursthe last weekof March; it tem- by consideringthat convectionoccurswhen the cumuporarily coolsthe surfacelayer and halts the warming lated heat loss reaches a critical value He. In our case
for an initial time t = 0 on December17, assumingthat
of the LIW layer but has no effect on the deep layer.

advection must be invoked to explain this surfacewarming. At the deeper layer the same relaxation toward
initial condition occurs, rapidly in the first week, and
then more slowly. According to Hermann and Owens

occurson February23 (time to),
The heat contentvariation(gain or loss)of the ocean on averageconvection
between 0 and 1500m is compared to the surfacecumu-

Figure10givesH• =-5.0 x 10sJm-2 (corresponding

lated flux (the atmosphere
contribution).As shownby

to a thermal contributionof 246N m-2 to the buoyancy loss). The mean heat gain by the oceanduring

Figure 10, the oceanheat lossis systematicallysmaller
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this period(Qo) resultsfrom the heat flux throughthe

surface
(Q•,equal
to-Qnl)andfluxes
byhorizontal
ho

,

750m

advection
(Qa)if weneglect
vertical
exchanges
deeper hi

than

1500 m'

,1500m

h•

Qo-Q•+Q•-H•/t•
The convectiontime tc is given by
He

tc Q•+Qa
=tc+ta

(10)

ia•

T•

2250m

Figure 11. Situation at the end of convection. The
shaded area representsthe new water which is formed
by convertingsurfaceand LIW into deep water.

V,, is the part of layer0 whichhasnowdensitypl (the
wheret•* - H•/Q• is the convectiontime prescribed shadedarea on Figure 11)' Vr•- hoA•, whereA• is the
by the atmosphericforcing alone and ta is the delay convection area. If part of this water is mixed within
introduced by advection. This delay is positive when layer 0 by horizontal exchangebetweenthe chimneyand
Q•>0.
TaMe 5 showsthe delaysintroduced by advectionfor

the outsideregion, only the fraction ctV, (with 0 _<
ct _<1) of new water is formed. The maximumflux of

increasingvaluesof the surfacefluxesand two valuesof newly formed water, obtained with ct - i and taking

oceanadvection:The first value,Q• = 45 W m-u, is h0- 750m, Ac - 2.0 x 1010m2 is
givenby our estimation(deducedby taking a meanatv.
mospheric
forcingbeforeconvection
Q• = 130W
- 0.48 Sv

the second
value,Q• = 25 W m-u, corresponds
to the
lowerboundfor the surfaceheatlossQ• = 110W m-u

(11)

i year

This number

is intermediate

between the estimation

of

(P•ridotminus20W m-•). Theretarding
effectof ad- SSGD (0.3 Sv) and (M. Rhein, personalcommunica-

vection is important with moderate forcing, delaying tion, 1995) (1.2 Sv). The first estimateis very similar
convectionby 15 to 20 days,but it hasneg]igab]eeffect to ours; it is based on acousticdata only and considers

(onlya few days)in the caseof intensecooEng.This a smaller but thicker volume V,. The second is deduced
confirmsthe modelingresultsof Madecet aL [1991b]

from a fit between freons model concentration

and mea-

and shows that advection can enhance the effects of the

surements.The estimationgiven by the aboveequation
surfacefluxes interannual variability on convection.
is purely static. We assume that V, is formed, and
4.4.2. Deep water formation. During the 1991- then evacuated in the deep layer. If convection lasts
1992winter, convectionhas transferedheat and salt to several days and horizontal advection is efficient, as is
the deep ]ayers. The analysisof historical data per- the casehere, the formation phase and spreadingof the
formedby B•thoux et al. [1990]and later by Rohling newly formed water phaseoverlap and the total volume
andBryden[1992]revealedthat the deepwesternMedi- of newly formed water is larger than the V, defined by
terranean has been warming up since the last 1950, the convection
chimney(the volumemay be filled more
at a rate of 4 x 10-aøc y-1 [B4thouxet al., 1990]or than once). This may explain the differencewith the
1.6 x 10-•øC y-1 [Roblingand Bryden,1992]. These 1.2 Sv given by the tracer measurement.
last authors concluded that the Mediterranean is not
Despitethe uncertaintieson this volumeestimate, the
presentlyin equilibrium.Our volumeestimatespermit orderof magnitudeof the resultingvariationof the westcalculationof heat injectedin the deeplayersand eval- ern Mediterranean deep temperature is examined. The
uation of its contribution to the observedwarming.
heat Q1 effectivelytransfeted to layer i dependson a'
Immediately after convection,the situation can be
sketchedas follows: a homogeneous
columnof density
Q1 -- pCp(•ho+ hl)Ac(Vc- T1),
(12)

px, surrounded
by a lighterlayerof densityp0, overlies
a heavierlayerof densityp2 (Figure11). The maximum where T• is the temperature of the convected water.
volume of new water that may be injected in layer 1,

If this water spreads horizontally in layer i over the

surfaceof the westernMediterranean(Aw•the resulting
yearly warming writes'

Table 5. DelaysIntroducedby Advection

Qs,Wm-2

tc*,days Delay,days" Delay,days

110

52.6

130
200
300

44.5
28.9
19.3

15.4

ßß ß

23.5
8.4
3.4

4.2

1.7

"Computed
with Q.: -45W m-2, deduced
fromP•ridot
fluxes.

5T•= Aw• • +1 (T•- T1).

(13)

From our volumeestimate,(Tc- T1) - 0.03øC, hi 750 m, so

0.7x 10-3 • 5Tx• 1.4x 10-3øC

(14)

which agreesin magnitudewith the mean warming of
the western Mediterranean as estimated by Rohling and

bComputed
with Q, = -25W m-2, obtainedby reducing Bryden [1992], althoughfor this year, only the layer
750-1500 m is modified.
P•ridotfluxesby 20 W m-2.
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However, convection does not have the same char-

performing volume averages. We can now have access

acteristicsevery year; there is strong interannual variability both in the depth of penetration and in the final deeptemperature[Mettens, 1994]. If one accepts
the hypothesisthat deep warming is brought about by
the downwardmixing of LIW through deepconvection,
the water must be cooledenoughto increaseits density

to more reliable estimates of the heat content evolution.

1.4GJ m-2; that is the amountof heatto beremovedto

Thereis a deficitof 45W m-'• whencomparing
thesur-

Surface forcing data from the Pdridot model have
been analyzed to produce surface heat and buoyancy
fluxes during the same period. The simple one-dimensional mixed layer model, driven by the atmospheric
buoyancyfluxes, indicates that convectionwould occur
and sink but not cooled so much that it becomes colder
sooner,deeper,and over a larger area than what is obthan the preexistingdeepwater. Clearly, as mentioned served. This confirmspreviousmodelingstudiesshowabove, buoyancyfluxes and salinity must be considered. ing that the purely vertical view is not sufficient and
Some numbers are instructive:
the initial heat content
that some horizontal advectionis taking place. The
(with respectto the deepwaterat 12.78øC)is equalto same conclusionis drawn from the heat flux analysis.

bring the temperature of the water columnto 12.78øC. face heat flux given by Pdridot to the time evolutionof

This is equivalent
to a meanflux of 178W m-2 acting the heat content of the water column inside the Gulf of
for 91 days.Larger(smaller)losses
will resultin anoma- Lion estimated by the temperature analysis. The Gulf
louslycold(warm)deepwater. Mettens[1994]modeled of Lion exchangesheat with the surroundingareas,the
surface fluxes from 1968 to 1992; rather coincidently net effect being an export of the local cooling and a
he found the mean flux over the three winter

months

(December-February)
to be 170W m-•, with roughly
half the winters

above and half below that value. Thus

deep water can be warmed by convectionprovidedthat

simultaneously
• Qr • gLAp•_400N m-• (forthe
water
tomixdown)
andf• Qhl• 1.4GJm-• (sothat

delay in convection.

At the beginningof winter we observea strongstratification in the upper layers. Significantmesoscaleactivity is present,introducinghigh horizontalvariability
of the heat and buoyancy contents. Thus the traditional view of preconditioningmust be somewhatrevised:

while

there

is a definite

net loss of heat

and

it is not cooledtoo much). It is onlyfor the severewinter of 1987 that in situ observationdocumenteddeep stabilityin the upper layersduringthe winter cooling
coolingdue to convection.
Our conclusionis that during the 1991-1992 winter,

season,horizontal advection continuouslyredistributes

and modifiespropertieswithin the gulf. The overalleffect
of mesoscale
advection(or advectionof mesoscale
the amountof heattransferedto depth(above1500m),
structures
by
the
mean current) is to decreasethe efin the Gulf of Lion, is compatiblewith the long-term
ficiency
of
surface
coolingand delay the onsetof deep
trend reportedby B•thouxet al. [1990]and Schottand
convection.
The
absence
of a clear well-mixedlayer inLeaman,[1991]. However,the interannualvariability
dicates also that some form of advection must intervene

of the convectionprocessis such that this result cannot be extrapolated to other years. Accuratemodeling in the upper layers.
would requirethree-dimensional
models,consideration On the other hand, mapsof buoyancylossin the upof buoyancy
fluxes(and not just heatfluxes),and the per 1000 m showthat the largest changesare observed
possibilitythat convectionis probablytaking placein in the NMC, near the coast,in the northeast. During
the same period, the strongestsurfaceheat lossesocotherareas(LigurianSea,for instance).

cur in the northwest(Pdridot). A possibleexplanation
is that the import of warm water into the Gulf by the
NMC is reduced. This precursor of convectionis also
5. Conclusion
seenin the horizontal mapsof temperatureas an early
Temperature turns out to be a good marker of water deep warming. This indicatesthat the Gulf of Lion is
masschangesas they occurduring winter convection.It
influencedby the upstreamconditionsand in particular
is alsothe parameter most commonlymeasuredby the by what has occurredin the Ligurian Sea.
Convection mixes relatively cold and fresh surface
various in situ devices. Consequently,temperature has
been chosenfor performing the analysisof the convec- water with warmer, saltier Levantine Intermediate Wative event observedduring the THETIS I experiment. ter. The resulting densewater formed sinks to about
This paper has presented a method for analyzing a 1500 m, where it is warmer and saltier than the surparameter which is made available from diverse types rounding, older, deep water, as had already been obof measurements.The objective analysistechniqueused servedby Stommel[1972]. By late April the field has
treats the various data sets within a unifying system- not yet returnedto its initial conditions;in particular,
atic framework, with clear assumptionson the length the deficit in LIW has not been compensated.Given
scalesthat can be observed. Each data point is injected the observedvolume of newly formed anomalouswain the analysis when and where it becomes available. ter and assumingthat it will eventually mix into the
The estimated field is thus resolvedby combiningthe westernbasin, estimatesof the resultingtemperature
variousspectral windowsin time and space,providing increaseare compatible,for this winter, with the warma time-evolvingthree-dimensionalrepresentationof the ing trend reportedby Roblingand Bryden[1992].The
field. The local effect of mesoscaleprocesseswhich usu- deep(depthlargerthan2000m) potentialtemperatures
ally disturbs the budget estimations can be reduced by observedduringthe THETIS cruises,0 •_ 12.78øC, con-
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tor (O(1000) unknowns)permitsapplicationof the full
Kalman filter: the covariancematrix C,e_t is computed
at eachupdating step. The prediction error is assumed
random, as is the a priori covarianceat the initial time.
It is decidedto define this covarianceR, as a percent-

Appendix A' The Kalman Filter
We recall here the definition of the Kalman

filter as it

ageof C•'. Theinfluence
ofthememory
timeandof

is givenby Bennet[1992]and describehowthe general the form of the prediction error has been studied by
form has been simplifiedfor our particular application. Lannuzeland Gaillard [1994]. Usingthe resultsof this
The state vector x• is the set of parameters describing work, the memory time is set to 8 days and the prethe field we wish to estimate at time t•, and y• is the dictionerror is taken as 17% of the climatologicalRMS
vector of the data available for this time step. We as- over the 12-hour forecast step.
sume a linear relationshipbetweendata and parameters
in the form

Appendix B' Errors on Atmospheric

y• = G•x•

(A1)
Fluxes
At eachupdatingstep,the first-guessx•0 is improvedby
The P•ridot data are providedon a grid 1/30 in lonapplyingthe Kalman gain H• to the innovationvector
gitudeand 1/40 in latitude. They consistof twicedaily
_
values of 12-hour integrated sensibleand latent heat
0
0
x• - x• + H•(y• - G•x•)
(A2) fluxes(QhandQt), incoming
shortwaveradiation(Q,),
and
incoming
long
wave
atmospheric
radiation(Qb •).
C.* = (I- H.G.)C.•'
(A3)
The valuesof the long waveradiation from the seasur-

-

cX'

+

-1

(A4)

face, Qb T, werenot provided. We estimateit roughlyas

Q• T= • eft4, with T m 130C, e =0.985(thewateremitC.•' andC.• arethea priorianda posteriori
covariance
tance, i.e., the departurefrom black body radiation),

matrices,respectively,of the state vector, while C',5is

ander - 5.7x-s Wm -2 K-4 (Stefan'sconstant);
we
havethen Q• Tm 376 W m-2.
lution of the state vector is governedby the predictive
Mertens[1994]and SSGD havediscussed
the possiequation

the covariance

matrix

of the data error.

The time evo-

Xn = Pn-lXn-1 q-rn

(AS)

ble errors on the P&idot fluxes. The essential points

of their analysisare that (1) P&idot overestimates
the

where r. is the predictionerror. A forecaststep predicts net longwaveradiationlosses(Q•) by an averagebias

the a priori estimatex.0 and the matrix of second-order

of 32W m-•', (2) P•ridotunderestimates
windsby 37%,

moments C•,nq-1 :

with a correspondingtime-dependentunderestimation
of sensibleand latent heat fluxes(Qn and Qt , (3) a
correctionon the short waveincomingradiation (Q,)

0

3•n

--

Pn-l•n-1

:

_

(A6)
0

of + 20 W m-•' is needed,and (4) the net resultof

_

all thosecorrections
(averagedover3 months)is an in-

= Pn-lCne_lP•T_
1'-}-.Rn.

(A7) creaseof only 10 W m-2 overthe P&idot values.To be

In the spectral representationthe initial a priori co-

variancematrix C• is computedfrom the spectrumof
the horizontal

covariances

for each vertical

mode.

The

horizontal covariancesare assumed Gaussian, with efolding scalesof 20kin for modes 1 and 2 and 15kin
for modes 3, 4, and 5. Such values, which seem large
comparedto the Rossbyradius, are chosento avoid imposing unnecesarysmall scalesto the field. The data
set will adjust the scalesat each updating step as pertinent information comes into the system. The data

error covariancematrix C,• is diagonal and built from
the knowledgewe have of the different measurementer-

conservative,SSGD assumethe fluxesto be accurateto
q- 20 Wm -2.

Somefurther commentsare added here to emphasize
how difficult

it is to refine those errors estimates.

For

instance, a changein the value of the water emittance

(e) in the term Q• T= •rrTq from0.96 (as givenby
Mettens,[1994])to0.98 [Schianoet al., 1993]increases
the lossby 7.6 W m-2; a iøC increase
in SST (from13
to 14øC)increases
QbT by 5.2W m-2.
Schianoet al. [1993]report observations
of Q, made
on a platform in the Tyrrhenian Sea in February 1990.
They give values of Q, ranging from 134.6 to 163.7

W m-2, with a meanof 139.7W m-2. The correspondThe forecastequation assumesthe persistanceof the ing P&idot valuesare 130to 165W m-•', with a mean
field with limited memory. The full prediction equation of 147 W m-2, for the sameperiodof February1992,
i.e., an overestimation
of only 7 W m-2.
is damped by climatology:
rors.

3•n -y

--

].t3•n_
1 -}-(1 -- p)X. + r.
exp

tn -- tn- 1
tm

(A8)
(A9)

We have no data on precipitation over the Gulf of
Lion,but the Bulletin ClimatiqueAnnuel[MgtgoFrance,
1992and 1993]reportsmonthlyvaluesof precipitation

at coastalstations; the averagevaluesover a few repre-

sentativesites(Marignane,Toulon,andSaintRaphael)

In the present case,the climatologicalstate is the un- range from a low of lmm in Decemberto a high of
perturbed state' x, - O. The size of our state vec- 34mm in March, with a total of 103mmfor the 4-month
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Table A1.

Comparison of Precipitation Estimates to P•ridot Buoyancy

Fluxes(Fluxesaregivenin 10-s N m-2 s-•.)
Period

Precipitation < QB• >

< QB >

100 (P/•

11.64

Qs >)

December

0.01

1.72

January
February

0.31
0.33

0.82
1.16

6.72
6.31

0.1

March

0.44

1.27

3.63

12.1

April
December - April

0.27
0.34

1.32
1.26

0.66
5.71

40.9
6.0

4.6
5.2

period. Accepting those values as order of magnitude Gaillard, F., Evaluating the information content of tomographic data: Application to mesoscaleobservations,J.
estimatesover the gulf, they can be convertedto buoyGeophys. Res., 97, 15,489-15,505, 1992.
ancy fluxes, which are compared to the Pdridot values
Garrett, C., The Mediterranean Sea as a climate test basin,
in Table A1. The contributions of precipitation are relin Ocean Processes on Climate Dynamics: Global and
atively small, particularly during the first months of
Mediterranean Examples, edited by P. Malanotte-Rizzoli•
vigourouscooling.
and A.R. Robinson, pp 227-237, Kluwer Acad., Dordrecht,
Over the first 3 months, the correctionssuggested
Netherlands, 1994.
by SSGD would increase the thermal lossesby about Gascard, J.-C., Vertical motions in a region of deep water
formation, Deep Sea Res., 20, 1011-1027, 1973.
10% and the haline buoyancylossby 37%. The ratio

(QBe)/(QB) increases
then from 0.21 to 0.26. Given
the above uncertainties, we will accept the Pdridot val-

ues,with the 20W m-2 uncertainty.Sinceonly overall
budgetsare considered
(overthe first 45 daysand then
the following40 days),the modifications
in the time history of the fluxes related to the wind speed correction
are not significant.
Error estimates on the buoyancy fluxes are obtained
as follows' sincethe thermal effect dominatesthe buoy-

ancyfluxes(seeTableA1), 5Qhl=20W m-2 is equivalentto 5Qs = (ga/cw)SQhl= 9.65x-6 N m-2 s-1

which,
integrated
over
45days,
gives
anerror
of37.•

Gascard, J.-C., Mediterranean deep water formation, baraclinic instability and oceanic eddies, Oceanol. Acta, 1,
315-330, 1978.
Gascard, J.-C., and C. Richez, Water massesand circulation
in the Western

Alboran

Sea and in the Straits

of Gibral-

tar, Prog. Oceanogr., 15, 157-216, 1985.
Gill, A. E., Atmosphere-OceanDynamics, 662 pp., Academic
P., San Diego, Calif., 1982.
Greenland Sea Project Group, Greenland Sea Project - A
venture towards improved understanding of the oceans'

role in climate, Eos Trans. AGU, 71(24), 750-751,754756, 1990.
Herbault, C., Etude de la circulation en M•diterran•e occidentMe, Ph.D. thesis, Univ. de Paris 6, Paris, France,

1995.
N m-2. Similarly,the erroroverthe next40 dayswould
Hermann,
A. and B. Owens, Energeticsof gravitational adbe 33.3 N m-2, for a total of 70.8 N m-2 overthe first

85 days. Those are the values used in section 4.2.2.
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